Bin Smart | Pig Noses | Early Learning
MATERIALS
1.

Pig noses are a great craft activity using
egg cartons. Each pig nose has a customdesigned personality depending on how it’s
accessorised. You could even make them into
pig noses that you can wear.

2.

What You Need:
• Egg carton
• Pink paint
• Glue
• Scissors
• Cardboard or thicker paper
• Markers
• Decorating materials made out of
cardboard or paper (so they can be
recycled once finished with).
• Elastic (if making ones for your face)

Pig Nose Decorations
INSTRUCTIONS
1.

Help children cut out individual cups from the egg cartons.

2.

Paint all of the cups with pink paint. Allow to dry completely.

3.

Help children cut out two triangles for her pig’s ears and paint them or decorate as
desired. Glue them in place from behind.

4.

Draw on eyes and two ovals for nostrils to create a personality for the pig nose.

5.

Create different features for the pig noses with different materials at hand:
newspaper paper bows and shredded paper for hair.
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Bin Smart | Wearable Pig Noses | Early Learning
INSTRUCTIONS
1.

Help children cut out individual cups from the
egg cartons.

2.

Poke two holes to attach the string/elastic on
opposite sides of the cup.

3.

Paint all of the cups with pink paint. Allow to
dry completely.

4.

Draw on two black ovals for nostrils.

5.

Help children cut a piece of elastic cord or
string so it’s long enough to fit around their
head but will still hold the nose on snugly.
Tie it to the two side holes.

6.

Put on your nose and snort!

7.

Don’t forget to use materials to decorate
the noses that won’t make them
unrecyclable afterwards. Try and keep
to decorations made from paper and
cardboard and if using the elastic, remove
before placing in the recycling bin and then reuse the elastic
again.
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